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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are responsible for creating and managing projects in a
project repository.
Which two actions can you perform on existing projects in the
repository? (Each correct answer presents part of the solutionChoose two.)

A. delete a project
B. share a project
C. change a project type
D. clone a project
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
B: How to Share Project Deliverables with Clients Project
deliverables are simply Microsoft Office Documents. You share
these with clients the same way you would other office
documents (by e-mail, and so on). For example:
1.Open a project documents page.
2.Open a deliverable document.
3.Use the document's Send command to include it in an e-mail
message.
C: You need to create a project by using the Sure Step Project
Creation Wizard.

NEW QUESTION: 2
IT Operations had observed short CPU spikes and I/O storms
prior to a retail website outage. Which functionality of
Diagnostics Pack for Oracle Databases would you implement to
diagnose and resolve the customers issue?
A. Oracle Workload Advisor that automatically turns on and
captures the offending SQL Statements whenthresholds are
reached.
B. Oracle Exadata, as it already includes Diagnostic Pack for
Oracle Database.
C. Active Session History to capture sessions and dump the SQL
executing, performance attributes andrelevant information into
a buffer for analysis.
D. Active Workload History to collect SQL at the time of its
execution.
E. SQL Performance Analyzer to capture the information in the
SGA, the sessions active, and analyze theSQL executing.
F. Active SQL History Analyzer to doperform a comparison of SQL
statements before and after.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Given: What is the result?
A. Compilation fails at line n1
B. Compilation fails at line n2
C. 10:20
D. 0:20
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
You ate evaluating the security of the network communication
between the virtual machines in Sub2.
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
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